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ABSTRACT
Researchers agree that young children enter
kindergarten with literacy knowledge. Whether the young
child speaks a different language other than English, the

abundance of written language knowledge he or she brings

to school is valid. Therefore, young bilingual children
also bring to school a wealth of knowledge the first day

they enter kindergarten . This study focuses on the
importance of not underestimating literacy knowledge or
the intellect of English language learners.

The goal of this project was to explore bilingual
kindergartener's emergent views about writing and their
concepts of the functions of writing in a school setting
context. This study attempted to replicate some of the

patterns found in the research conducted by Freeman and
Sanders (1989). In this descriptive study, six bilingual
kindergarten students, instructed in their primary

language, Spanish, were asked to respond to several guided

questions while and after viewing four videotaped
sequences. These sequences depicted familiar people in the
school setting in naturally occurring writing instances.

Results were very similar to the previous study, though
new data did emerge.
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The data clearly indicates that despite the language,

cultural or economic background children come from,
bilingual kindergarten children enter school with written
language knowledge which is conducive to academic success

in kindergarten. These findings raised important issues
related to teachers' perceptions of low income Spanish

speaking children.
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CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND
Introduction
Historically, schools have aimed at providing an

education to all students who enter through their doors.

But, with the linguistic and cultural diversity in the

population today, schools are confronted with considerable
change and challenges. California schools, in particular,
are faced with the challenge of not only educating

children with diverse needs, but educating children whose
first language is not, in many cases, English. The number

of students who come to school speaking another language
is consistently rising each year. Currently, there are

more than 1.5 million English language learners whose

primary language is other than English and 85% are Spanish
speaking (California Department of Education, 2009). In
the past, Bilingual Education programs were designed and

expected to meet the needs of English language learners;

however, from its very conception Bilingual Education has
not existed without controversy.
For decades, Bilingual Education has been one of the

most heated issues within our public educational system.
Both proponents and opponents continue to conduct
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extensive research regarding the effectiveness and
benefits of teaching language minority students primary

language skills. Advocates for Bilingual Education argue
that teaching language minority students the curriculum in

their primary language will allow these students the
ability to obtain the same curriculum instruction as their

English-speaking counterparts. In addition, supporters
state that the purpose of Bilingual Education is to

educate children first in the native language before
immersing them into the English language in order to
ensure that students have the basics to be able to read
and write in their native language; therefore, making the

transition to English much less difficult since the basic
skills had already been learned. Nonetheless, the only

consensus between these two sides is that it can benefit
English speakers who want to become proficient in another

language. Otherwise,
diverse points of view radically differ from the

very definition of bilingual education to the
types of programs appropriate for language

minority students, and whether public schools
should promote bilingualism among language

(Brisk, 1998, p. 28)

minority students.
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As this debate continues to rage on, Bilingual Education

appears to be in the process of being dismantled state by

state.
On June 2, 1998, California voters passed Proposition
227 which virtually caused Bilingual Education to be

outlawed. The intent of this proposition was to eradicate

California's bilingual programs. The proposition mandated
that instruction be given "overwhelmingly" in English for

students whose first language is not English. The

significant impacts of the proposition vary widely from
one school district to the next. Many districts have

decided to minimize or completely remove native language
instruction for second language learners. In many ways it
has largely affected how educators teach this growing

population of English learners and the overall literacy
achievement of those students whose first language is not
English.

In addition to the passing of Proposition 227, many
teachers, today, are faced with the challenge of the
heightened national emphasis on standardized testing. Many
teachers feel the pressure to focus their instruction on

facts and skills in isolation because standardized tests

focus on the demonstration of low-level skills, and simple
facts (Owocki & Goodman, 2002). Moreover, there exists the-
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pressure of rushing English learners to learn English as

quickly as possible. Although English language learners

may be improving in test score results, they are not
obtaining high reading and writing levels that are

expected. Many often blame English language learners for
their lack of knowledge of the English language. Baker

(2001) states that a minority language is often connected

with the problems of poverty, underachievement in school,
minimal social and vocational mobility and with a lack of
integration into the majority culture. Consequently, in

this point of view, the minority language is perceived as
a partial cause of social, economic and educational
problems, rather than an effect of such problems. In other

words, the minority language is seen as an obstacle for

learning.
Nieto (2000) argues that one's native language is the

foundation for future learning and is an asset that can

enhance one's academic achievement. It must not be viewed
as an obstacle to learning, but as a resource to literacy

learning. Well known social psychologist, Lev Vygotsky
(1978) views literacy as a sociocultural process that

recognizes the importance of validating and incorporating
the wealth of knowledge, experiences, and resources that

second language learners bring to school. He believes that
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additional language acquisition is facilitated and
enhanced by first-language learning. The greater the depth

of first language competence, the faster the acquisition
of all others proceeds. When children are allowed to

utilize their native tongue as a means of learning a
second language, they will be more capable of learning new
knowledge to achieve higher levels of literacy competence.

According to Cummins (1984), he contends that

learners need to obtain a "threshold level" or optimal

level of native language proficiency and, in doing so, it
gives students an advantage in their acquisition of a

second language. Leading researcher Steven Krashen and

others affirm that children learn best when they are
provided the appropriate context in which to learn, and
the knowledge that children acquire in their primary

language can make second-language input much more

comprehensible (Krashen, 1996). Krashen (1996) adds that

when children are given quality education in their primary
language, they are given two things: 1) knowledge, both

general knowledge of the world and subject matter
knowledge; and 2) literacy, which transfers across

languages.
The process of language and literacy development that

English language learners go through is very similar to
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that of their native English-speaking counterparts. That
is, children learn any language best within a rich and

meaningful context in which all language processes
(listening, speaking, reading and writing) are integrated
and learners can use language for real communicative

purposes rather than for doing language exercises that

primarily focus on skills (Altwerger & Ivener, 1994).
These meaningful experiences are often described as

"authentic", because they represent a reality for the

students.
Language and literacy are inseparable parts of the
sociocultural context of development. They are a set of

practices that we use to make sense of our various
experiences and to communicate a variety of different
meanings as we participate in different contexts. Thus,
language is a tool for social interaction and a tool that

transforms our thinking (Vygotsky, 1978). From this
sociocultural perspective, individuals use their literacy
skills, including language, to clarify their emergent
understandings of the task and its goals, to share

knowledge, to assist one another, and to shift roles in
the learning process (Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, &

Alvarez, 2001).
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All humans naturally acquire language through their

surroundings and meaningful social experiences. Halliday

(1975) describes language learning as a process of

learning how to mean. From birth, children discover that
communication is vital for survival. They enter into the

world of spoken words and while hearing others use
language constantly, they gradually become aware of its

uses and begin to experiment with communicating their
needs. For young children, the home language is the
language they have used since birth and the language they
use to create and establish communicative relationships.

It is through language that children process learning and

develop understanding of the world around them.
The natural process of language development and

learning begins in the home. Children learn to speak when
they are immersed in a favorable environment where speech

is being used, and there is a need and desire to

communicate. Language learning is social and natural for

children. It is learned in social contexts and is mediated
by others (Edelsky, Altwerger, & Flores, 1991). It is in
the home where parents are the primary mediators of

language for their children. They are the first to teach

them to communicate through language and provide the most
critical use of language. Children learn language through
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social interactions of family life. They look to their

parents and others to provide them with their first and
often their most important demonstrations of language.

Language development is central to a child's success

in all learning. Literacy too is a matter of language and
shares some of the same basic characteristics as oral

language. In fact, the processes of reading, writing,

listening and speaking are not separate, but interrelated
and reciprocal language processes (Edelsky, Altwerger, &

Flores, 1991; Jewell & Zintz, 1990). Once a child is
speaking, whatever is learned in one area reinforces and

promotes learning in the other areas.

Background to the Study
Kindergarten is a critical period in a child's early
school career. For some of these children, this is their
first experience in a school setting. Today, children

entering kindergarten are more diverse than those who
entered in prior decades. As children enter kindergarten
for the first time, the variations in educational

backgrounds exist from one child to the next. Some may

have had preschool experience while others have not

experienced a large group environment. The preparedness

levels can range greatly as well. Not all children become
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familiar with written text in the same manner of
proficiency. According to the National Research Council

(NCR)f children from lower socioeconomic status do not
have the same literacy experiences as middle class
children, who have books at home and whose parents

regularly read to them. Nonetheless, oral or informal

reading and writing interactions which transpire in the
home between child and family members are valid language
and literacy opportunities, regardless of socioeconomic

levels or cultural backgrounds (Owocki & Goodman, 2002;
Whitehurst & Storch, 2002).

Literacy growth begins when children are young,

before they enter school (Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982;
Goodman, 1986; Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984). They have

learned a tremendous amount about their world by the time

they start school. Research reveals that reading and
writing begin much earlier than had been expected. Nearly
all children entering school have some knowledge or

experience with print, although they show great variety in
what they know and can do (Jewel & Zintz, 1990) .
Owocki and Goodman (2002) confirm that each child's
language and literacy enculturation is unique. Most
families talk, read, and write as they run various errands

in the community and do household tasks such as cooking,
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cleaning, and sorting through the mail, but families' ways

of using language, and specific activities, differ. For
example, some families actively include their children in

daily literacy events; some encourage their children to

observe more than participate. Some families use lots of

oral language with their children; others enculturate more

through modeling and demonstration. For instance, some
families may read newspapers or magazines written in a

different language or participate in cultural events such

as festivals, religious meetings, or family celebrations.
As children experience these daily language and literacy
practices, they develop cultural knowledge including

understanding about the literacies that are associated
with that knowledge.

Young children are surrounded by others who use
written language in all aspects of their lives. They, too,

want to participate socially in the same events as their
loved ones. As they do so, they become curious about print

and begin to experiment with reading and writing. By the
time most children enter school, they already have a good

sense of how written language is used in their world, and
have already begun to make discoveries about important
print concepts.
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Young children learn to read and write in the same

manner they learn oral language-by using it in meaningful

events that meet their needs. It is critical to realize
that written language has many of the same characteristics

of oral language. As children talk, play and scribble
their first stories, they are building the necessary
skills to become competent readers and writers (Ulanoff,

1993). Children quickly learn that print in their

environment has meaning and they expect written language

to be meaningful as well.
The acquisition of written language is a natural

extension of the continuing development of oral language.
It rises from the same need to communicate in the medium

of the immediate environment. Language is a means of
communication. Thus, the written language is also
communication. Engaging in authentic written communication
(instead of just writing letters) support the notion that

writing is a natural and social activity. According to

Goodman (1986), children learn to write in much the same
manner that they learn oral language and they learn to

read and write because the need and want to communicate

with others.
The social context for teaching and learning is most

significant for promoting how children come to know the
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process of language (Vygotsky, 1978). As writing
instruction is guided by the notion that language is a

social action, one will encounter a classroom environment
that emphasizes frequent writing opportunities as well as

meaningful input from peers and teachers. Furthermore, one
will find a meaningful context for writing, in that tasks
are related to students' experiences (Edelsky, 1986).

Writing is a partnership with others, involving
drafting and redrafting. A child learns to write when he
or she is writing for somebody with meaning and a message

(Baker, 2001) . As children write for an audience, it

provides opportunities for them to share their work.
Children share when they feel good about what they have
done, when growth has occurred, and when learning has

taken place.

Writing is an essential element to the academic

knowledge children must gain and understand in order to be
successful in their educational career. It is critical

that children be introduced to the world of literacy early
in their personal and academic experiences. Furthermore,
all students of every culture have a place in the

classroom and their contributions are welcome (Vygotsky,
1978; Diaz, Moll, & Mehan, 1984).
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As a bilingual kindergarten teacher for eight years,
I have seen first hand the vast amounts of language

competence my students bring into the classroom. They have

used and are continually using language in all its forms
(speaking, listening, reading, and writing) at some level,
whether at the exploratory level or beyond. I am a firm

believer that, despite the fact my students may come from
low income households and speak another language besides

English, specifically Spanish, bilingual kindergarten

children bring to school a wealth of knowledge that they
use to build on.

The purpose for this research was to investigate

young primary language Hispanic children's perspectives on
why writing is important. My goal was to document what

they think writing is used for and why.
Statement of the Problem

All children have literacy knowledge. In general, the
richer and more varied the settings and interactions, the
richer the child's language and concepts will be (Owocki &

Goodman, 2002). In fact, it does not matter what language
the child comes to school with because he or she is

arriving to school with valuable literacy knowledge.
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In the field of language acquisition, there has been

a considerable amount of research on second language
acquisition; however there exists very little research on
early literacy acquisition of bilingual children. This
topic is of compelling urgency as more and more young

bilingual children are entering our schools (Tabors &

Snow, 2001).
In the past, investigations have been conducted on

young English speaking students and their views about
written language. There exists a vast quantity of
information concerning the child's product of writing,
which is then analyzed by what the child said about his or
her own writing. But, few investigations have focused on
the comments children make with regards to others'

writings and even fewer or possibly none have been done on
bilingual kindergarteners and their views on writing.
Given this dearth of knowledge, this research investigated

bilingual kindergarten children's emergent conceptions of
the functions and purposes of written language in the

social contexts of schooling.
Definition of Terms

Bilingual - Individuals that have been exposed to at least
two languages.
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Bilingual Education - A classroom setting which the
teacher instructs their students in their primary

language while at the same time developing their
English skills.

Emergent - The development that begins with the child's

life and continues until the child reaches the stage
of convention.

English Language Learner - A student who is learning
English as a second language.

Functions - Refers to the reasons or purposes for using
language, such as to report information or express a
point of view.

Funds of Knowledge - Cultural artifacts and bodies of
knowledge that underlie household activities. They
are inherent cultural resources found in communities

surrounding schools.

Social Context - Context is a major determinant of how
humans behave. Contexts are established by what

people are doing as well as when and where they are
doing it. That is, people in interaction serve as

social environments for each other.
Sociocultural Context - The use of language within the

social and cultural contexts.
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Sociocultural Mediator - One who mediates

teaching-learning experiences so that students

achieve their fullest potential.
Zone of Proximal Development (ZOPD) - The distance between
the actual development level of the learner as

determined by independent problem solving under adult
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
This review of literature will examine some the

extensive research that supports the natural development

of written language knowledge in young children that began
in the last decades of the 20th century and continues on
into the 21st century. The three major areas that will be

addressed are: 1) oral language development; 2) young

children's awareness and knowledge of print and their
active participation with written language before formal
schooling; and 3) the importance of providing

opportunities to write during the preschool years and
beyond.
The last section will address the responsibility that

teachers have in becoming active in self-examining their

beliefs and misconceptions about English language
learners. This issue is one of great significance for

effective literacy learning and teaching of all students

of diverse backgrounds.
Oral Language Development
All humans naturally develop language in a continuous

process of learning how to mean through language
(Halliday, 1975). From the moment children first enter the
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world, they soon learn that communication is vital for
survival. Infants will cry when they want to be fed, held

or changed. Parents encourage all attempts of language by
talking and singing to their little ones. The positive
feedback the children receive will motivate and inspire

them to make more attempts to communicate. With real
language use and support from their parents, talking

appears to come easily to children. Their interactions

with adults and others expose them to a variety of
meaningful language uses. Goodman (1986) contends that

these interactions with others are what make it possible
for children to learn oral language. With plenty of

opportunities to communicate with others, children will

develop their own language capabilities.
Language is a social event; therefore, most of what
is known about language has been learned from being in the

presence of others, such as: listening to adults talk,
observing grown-ups, imitating, exploring, and asking
questions. These are all natural ways children expand

their understandings. According to Weaver (1994), children
are not taught directly how to talk, but they learn by

"transacting with us in a language-rich environment"

(p. 61). Ellermeyer (1988) explains that many theorists
see language acquisition as a natural process which is
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learned in an orderly predictable sequence without

"teaching" in the traditional sense. In general, most

parents do not necessarily set out to formally teach
children to talk, but by simply recognizing and assisting
their child's efforts to learn. Halliday (1984) clarifies

that learning language is a process of construction. "A
child has to construct language, but he is not alone—he

does it in interaction with others; and others are not
simply providing a model—they are actively engaged in the
construction process with him" (p. 310).
The natural process of language development and

learning begins in the home (Morrow, 1999). Children learn
to speak when they are immersed in a favorable environment
where speech is being used and there is a need and desire
to communicate. Language learning is social and natural
for children. It is learned in social contexts and is

mediated by others (Edelsky, Altwerger, & Flores, 1991).

Parents are the primary mediators of language to their

children. They are the first to teach them to communicate
through language and provide the most critical use of

language. Children learn language through social
interactions of family life. They look to their parents

and others to provide them with their first and often
their most important demonstrations of language. For
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example, when a young child is learning how to speak, the
parent is nearby the child, and accepts approximations and
supports every effort to communicate. It is during these

times that children are being taught the functions of

language implicitly, and when children learn to speak with
ease and success (Reutzel & Fawson, 1990).

Language is shared within daily household activities.

Parents have many opportunities to use their everyday
experiences to enhance their child's language and extend
their knowledge of the world. By following recipes, caring

for pets, doing household chores, and playing games,

children are being exposed to new language and hearing

others use the same words in different situations, they
are learning that some words have more than one meaning.

Children learn by making predictions, in the form of
generalizations, based on what they have already

discovered from their encounters with their immediate
environment (Smith, 1985; Short & Burke, 1991). Daily

activities provide opportunities for learning language,
concepts and vocabulary. Ordinary and special activities,

such as visits to the supermarket, park, museum, church
and other community locations, provide experiences that

enlarge a child's knowledge of the world. As children
experience and explore their environment, their parents
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assist them in confirming and revising their predictions
about how the world works by providing relevant feedback.

Very young children abstract patterns (on an unconscious
level) based on the language they hear and construct their
own rules that make sense to them. Consequently, young

children use rules they were not taught, at first, it may
sound like "baby talk", but eventually their speech will
increasingly reflect that of the adult model (Weaver,

1994). Social experiences, therefore, challenge and inform
their current ways of thinking and children modify their

schemas to accommodate and assimilate the new information
(Owocki, 1999).

Ellermeyer (1988) and others describe the language
acquisition process: First children hear language modeled;

then as they understand its purpose and see a need for it,
they have a desire to engage in it; thus they attempt

utterances and experiment with producing speech sounds.

Finally, they receive feedback and support for their
efforts from their parents and significant others who also

provide an emulative model and support. As a result, by
the age of. two or so, most children have learned to speak.

In the development of language learning, the quality
of the interaction between parent and child is what helps
reinforce what is already known and the new information to
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be learned. The invaluable conversations about situations
allow the child to make meaningful connections of real

life experiences. This collaboration contributes to
concept development, extends the child's oral language and

listening vocabulary, and strengthens the emotional bond
between parent and child (Cullinan, 1992; Elly, 1989).
Children are language learners by virtue of being

born into human society. They construct knowledge about
language as they use it to engage with others and objects

in their environments and to make sense of their

surroundings (Halliday, 1975). The nature of young
children's constructed meanings and quality of it relies
greatly on their knowledge of language. Children learn
about language (as they do other things) through immersion

in a social community, supportive instructional
environments, and especially from their experiences with
immediate and extended family members.

According to Vygotsky (1978), oral language plays a

central role in children's internalization of all cultural
knowledge and mental processes. "Children learn as a

result of interacting socially and transforming the
language and actions of their social experiences into
tools for independent thinking" (Owocki & Goodman, 2002,

p. 49) .
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Owocki and Goodman (2002) further explain that
children use talk to facilitate their own thinking and
learning in all subject areas, to jointly construct
meaning and knowledge of others, and talk reveals their

knowledge of language functions and forms, their
interactional competencies, and what they know about the
world around them.
Literacy too is a matter of language and shares some

of the same basic characteristics as oral language. In

fact, the processes of reading, writing, listening and
speaking are not separate, but interrelated and reciprocal
language processes (Edelsky, Altwerger & Flores, 1991;

Jewell & Zintz, 1990) . As children interact with others in

meaningful social events, their views and attitudes

towards literacy develop. When they act on and explore the
literate environment, they construct meaning and knowledge

about the written language and how it works.
Young Children's Awareness and Knowledge of
Print and their Active Participation with
Written Language before Formal Schooling

By the time children enter school or kindergarten,
they have learned a great deal about their world. Research

shows that children learn much more, much earlier, than we
ever imagined (Striker, 1986). In fact, as a result of the
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research on the origins of literacy development it has
been revealed that reading and writing start much earlier
than has been expected.
Young Preschool Children's Experiences with
Reading

Nearly all children entering school have some

knowledge or experience with print, although they show
varying degrees in what they know and can do (Jewel &

Zintz, 1990). Therefore, learning to read begins before

children are first exposed to formal instruction in school
(Weaver, 1994). In fact, it can be said that literacy

learning actually begins at birth since literacy involves
listening and speaking, as well as reading and writing ■
(Nicoll & Wilkie, 1991).

Literacy learning begins in infancy. From birth,

children are in contact with written language. The
acquisition of written language is a natural extension of
the continuing development of oral language. It arises

from the same need to communicate in the medium of the

immediate environment. As children observe others in the
real world enjoying and using written language to send and

receive messages, it motivates children to learn to read
and write. Children, innately, have a desire and need to

acquire language skills in order to communicate with
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others in their environment. Oral language is the first to
develop because for the first few years children need to
communicate with significant others. But, later on, after
developing a sense of the functions of written language,

children begin to utilize written language even while
their oral language is still developing (Goodman, 1985).

A child's first experience with written language
usually begins in the home. From a very early age,

children understand that written language conveys meaning.
Literacy rich homes provide children with contact and

awareness with printed language. Children encounter print

in their everyday lives and activities. Parents read books
to them, they see signs and environmental print, they see

words on the television, and they see things written down.
Both spoken and written messages between family members
are each a form of literacy that children can learn from

daily.
Contrary to traditional educational theory and

practice, learning to read does not begin in school but

begins when children first begin to notice and interact
with print in their environment (Weaver, 1994). Preschool

children are aware of environmental print and can read
"McDonald's" when shown the golden arches and the names of
the products, movie videos and toys that they use or
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encounter in their daily lives (Harste, 1990).
Environmental print is usually the first print children
recognize. Researchers conclude that children are probably

responding much to environmental cues (like shape, color,

trademark, or logo) as to graphic cues when they "read"
the signs (Kontos, 1986). Experience with environmental

print and its functions, facilitates the interest in
print, and assists children with general knowledge about

reading (Wiseman, 1984).
When children observe their father, mother, and
siblings reading, they want to participate in the

experience too. Sharing stories and praising a beginning
reader motivates the child to read more, just as it

encourages a beginning speaker to keep trying. Studies
demonstrate that children as young as three years of age
can connect meaning with signs, logos, and labels which
are seen frequently in their homes (Harste, Burke, &

Woodward, 1984). Everywhere in the home, children have

literacy experiences available to them. The world in which

children learn and play is filled with print. Print is
used in almost every room in the house. The more obvious
print sources family members share are newspapers,

magazines, and books. When children are read to by their

parent, the child finds deep satisfaction and pleasure.
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The social interaction between the two creates a situation

where children feel the happiest and most secure

(Holdaway, 1979). As in the case of early language
attempts, Teale and Sulzby (as cited in Strickland &
Morrow, 1989) believe that although reading is important

it is the quality of the interactions that makes the

difference. It is the conversation that occurs between the
capable reader and the learner as they explore the
pictures, discuss the story and relate it to their own

experiences that is so powerful in building children's

understanding of how print works.

Strickland and Morrow (1990) state that children who
become early readers and who show an natural interest in
books are likely to come from homes in which parents,

siblings, or other individuals have read to them
regularly. All of this exposure to print stimulates an
interest in and curiosity about whole words and a desire

to make sense out of print. Goodman (1985) claims that

children growing up in literate societies, where the
printed word surrounds them, begin to read and write
before they start school. He further explains that they

become aware of the many uses of written language, develop
a sense of written forms, and begin to make sense of
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print, and to experiment with communication through

writing.
Young Preschool Children's Experiences with
Writing

Along with reading experiences, many preschool
children have experimented with writing. Some children
exhibit awareness of the function of written language when
they produce scribble marks on paper with the intent of

conveying a message. Young children begin to understand

that written language conveys meaning.
In the supportive environment of a literacy rich
home, the young child observes parents writing notes,

letters to relatives and shopping lists. Written language
is viewed by the child in the home is meaningful,
purposeful and uncontrived (Schickedanz, 1990). As the

child observes, he or she is likely to participate in the
written process by modeling the behaviors of those around

him or her. The young child does not simply become
involved in the writing process by viewing modeled
behavior. There is a factor of interpersonal communication
between others and child as the child explores the stages

of writing.
The scribble writing on a child's paper is the

beginning of literacy. They understand the purpose of
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writing is to convey one's thoughts to another person and

it allows children to participate in the literate
community (Owocki, 1999) . The scribbles are not merely
random marks but the child's first attempt to communicate

with someone in a symbolic form of expression. Young

children understand that adults utilize these same

techniques to create and share meaning with others. They
have learned that writing is a form of communication by

examining the world around them and using that knowledge

to express their thoughts and feelings. Their writing
attempts may not resemble conventional writing as we know

it, but nevertheless, exhibit many insights about print
and how it works through their own explorations. As they

write, they acquire perceptions about writing. Clay (1987)
explains that children often get a set of ideas that may

seem to be strange and that they may continue to do it
their way because it makes sense to them for the present.

Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982), researchers in
literacy development, found that children with no formal
schooling do have ideas, and indeed, hypotheses and

theories, which they continually test against the many

examples of written text they encounter in their

environment and against the information they receive from
others. As preschool children discover the functions of
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print, and are exposed to the print in their environment,
many begin to include letter-like forms and written

symbols in their writing along with the scribbles. Most
children have some notion of what writing is about even

though they have not been formally taught. Ferreiro and
Teberosky (1982) further found that developmental levels

exist among children who had not received any formal

instruction. In their study they asked preschool children
to write certain words over a period of time and this is
what they discovered:

Level 1 - the children wrote the same squiggles for
everything.
Level 2 - the children wanted the words to look

differently so they varied the order of the
same letters.
Level 3 - the children made each letter stand for one

syllable in a word.
Level 4 - the children made each letter stand for one

sound or consonant.

Level 5 - conventional alphabetic writing.
Young children gradually learn more and more about

writing as they continue to explore and use written

language. Providing the time, tools, and opportunities for
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children is extremely critical and essential for them to
heighten their knowledge about how written language works.

The Importance of Providing Opportunities to
Write During the Preschool Years and Beyond
Allowing the time and opportunity for young children

to explore writing is extremely important. Scollon and

Scollon (1981), declare that in the development of
writing, opportunities for children's independent
explorations of writing are crucial to early development.
Children innately want to write. From the very first day
of school, children expect to write. It is noteworthy to

realize that even before kindergarteners entered school

they marked on newspapers or any paper with the proverbial
crayons, markers, pens, or pencils, in fact, anything that
makes a mark. Researchers agree that children do not have

to know every sound or even know how to print all letters

before they become writers (Calkins, 1983; Graves, 1978).
In a literate society where written language is

present all around, children encounter and become aware of
print at an early age. According to Vygotsky (as cited in

Atkins, 1984, p. 3), "the seeds of writing development are

present from infancy" and can be observed early in
children's actions. Children leave their marks just about
everywhere: paper, walls, foggy windows, wet beaches, or
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dirt in the yard to satisfy the urge to write (Striker,

1986). It is unfortunate, however, that these prewriting

behaviors by young children go unrecognized and
unappreciated, in terms of writing development, because

they do not resemble writing as adults know it.
Far too often writing is viewed as something of a

mystery or the result of many hours of drill and practice.

When parents and teachers make the mistake of focusing on
the mechanics of writing, they are limiting the scope of

written expression and impairing the child's initial
writing experience. According to Donald Graves (1987), we

ignore the child's urge to show what he knows. Adults seem
to underestimate the child's urge to write because of the
lack of understanding of the writing process and what

children do in order to control it. Often times the

teacher wrongfully takes control of what or how children
write. The rightful control is taken away from students,
which only serves to place unnecessary road blocks within
the avenues they intend to use in their writing. Teachers

are to set the proper standards to promote their students'
writing and not concentrate completely on the form and

presentation of their writing.
Just as babbling is a natural and expected behavior

in learning to talk, scribbling is a beginning stage of
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writing development that enables emerging writers to

explore written language. Cook (1995) declares that
attempts at writing are necessary for future growth. The
developmental writing path of young children can be

generalized into stages on a continuum. The earliest forms

of writing are scribbles and or scribble drawings. The

scribbles children make usually start in infancy and
proceed until attempts at writing become more purposeful

as children gain further understanding about the functions

of written language.
Harste, Woodward, and Burke (1984) believe that

scribbling is not random marking, but "organized and
systematic reflections of decisions...made about how the
written language and artistic systems are organized"

(p. 32). As children scribble, they make discoveries about
writing and how it works. It is the knowledge and
experience, gained from this free exploration, which forms

a solid foundation on which to build further writing and

drawing development. Therefore, scribbling needs to be
valued, encouraged and supported because it lays the

groundwork for purposeful and meaningful writing.
Children learn to. write by writing. By writing, they
are acquiring perceptions about written language and

writing. Their hands, eyes, ears, and mouth all work
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together to help them understand the process of
representing their meaning on paper. In other words,

verbal language, drawings, and verbal interactions are

part of the process of literacy development (Dyson, 1992).

These emergent writing behaviors are necessary and not
only precede writing development but continue to

contribute to it in significant ways throughout
development.
As children scribble, they are developing motor
control of the writing instrument. The child's grip
gradually improves and the symbols change. Children's

attempts to write tell us something about what they are
noticing in print, although we must always remember that

their eyes may perceive more than their hands can execute.
Children invent, interact, and extend writing activities

throughout the process of written language learning. If we

take a very close look, we may find that usually children
will scribble from left to right so directionality is also
reinforced. Often children will try to indicate through

scribbles the spaces between words and the configuration
of sentences (Johnson, 1999) . Kamii and Manning (2002)

note that writing focuses children's attention on the
specifics of print, such as what writing looks like.

Thomas Gunning,

(2002) , believes that while students are
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writing they make important discoveries about letter-sound

relationships. By encouraging young children to explore
writing or "invented spelling", children develop their

understanding of how words are made up of phonemes.
Daily writing events are especially crucial for
students who come from homes where adults do not write. In
an environment where the teacher serves as a model and
mediator, students begin to understand the importance of

writing. The teacher can systematically teach the writing

process by providing the important components needed to
produce quality writing. Through the modeling of the
writing process, students can begin to develop the
necessary skills to become effective writers.

When children watch the teacher in the process of

writing, they can observe a number of important concepts
of print. For example, they can see how letters look, how

to make the letters, and how letters form words. Every
child can write. It is up to the teacher to provide a
broad range of writing strategies capable of unlocking the
writing talent in each student. For young children, talk

provides a natural entry into writing and can accompany,
reinforce, and supplement actions (Johnson, 1999).
Children gain a sense of writing the same way they do

of speech by exploration and experimentation. Initially,
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written language is a prop that facilitates human

activity. Writing begins to carry the same functional load
earlier carried by speech, gestures and drawing.
Therefore, drawing, talking and writing support each other

(Vygotsky, 1978).
Recognizing the social nature of language and
building a classroom "community" allows the language user

to interact with one another as they go about learning.
Bobbi Fisher (1990) stresses the importance of creating an

atmosphere free of competition where children are allowed,
and encouraged to talk about what they are doing, as they

read books and as they write, as they are actively

involved in all subject areas. As far as writing is
concerned, an established daily routine must emphasize the

involvement of "community" and children are to be

encouraged to think of themselves as writers. They ,then
become engaged in the writing process for their own needs
and interests in a structure that is meaningful to them.

Kindergarten children need to be allowed to explore
the written element of language actively, constructively

and within a meaningful context. It is important at each

stage in the development of writing that children share
what they have written; this empowers them to know that

their marks convey meaning and are valuable. Whether
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children use scribbles or drawings they are communicating
information they feel is important. It is in these early

experiences with writing that children realize that
writing can be useful in their social relationships

(Neuman, 2007).
Social interaction teaches the writer an awareness of
audience. To be a successful writer, children must be
taught to apply what they have learned in a meaningful,

clear way. They can do this only when they become aware

that they have an audience. As the child emerges from
egocentricity, he becomes aware of audience, and he wants
the audience to like what he has written. Through social

interactions with peers, children learn that what they
write can be received and valued by persons other than
themselves. Because of this, they develop an awareness of
their audience's interests, understandings, and
expectations. The young writer also learns that topics can
be approached in different ways and that people can have

different points of view (Johnson, 1999).
Early writing behaviors coincide with early reading
behaviors (Sulzby & Teale, 1985). Cunningham and Allington
(1994) contend that children who write become better

readers. One of the most powerful connections you can make

is to connect reading and writing. Good writers and
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readers develop because of the freedom given by the

teacher to become risk takers. Students that are given
opportunities to explore and experiment with the printed

word develop a better understanding that words have

meaning. When the teacher provides the students
opportunities to explore their own ideas using writing, it
is when the best writing has taken place because the

student has become the author of his or her own text.
Tierney and Shanahan (1991) show in their research
that reading and writing taught together reflect greater

benefits than taught separately. Research on language
development connects speaking, listening, reading and
writing into interrelated and reciprocal language systems,
its fundamental function being communication (Holdaway,
1979; Teale & Sulzby, 1986; Jewell & Zintz, 1990; Edelsky,

Altwerger, & Flores, 1991).

Many researchers agree that the same conditions which
help children learn speech will also help them learn to

read and write (Teale & Sulzby, 1986; Goodman, 1986;
Strickland & Morrow, 1989; Jewell & Zintz, 1990). Reading
and writing can both be considered constructive processes.

When reading, meaning is constructed according to one's
own life experiences. In writing, the writer composes the

story through experiences that are constructed by memories
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or thoughts that one has previously experienced. The
meaning that is constructed in both the reading process
and the writing process are dependent on one's life

experiences. Goodman (1986) states
Literacy development is a matter of getting the

processes together: Learning, in the context of
reading and writing real language, to use just

enough print, language structure, and meaning,
and to keep it all in the proper personal and

cultural perspective,

(p. 43)

When children write for real and meaningful
purposes-signs, messages, stories, dictating stories,
pretend writing-they are becoming more aware of print
(Throne, 1988). As they make attempts at writing, it helps

to heighten their awareness of print and focus their
attention on the conventions of written language and thus

contribute to their own knowledge about print.

Experimenting with written language helps them use what
they notice about print, thus learning to write letters,

words and sentences helps the child make visual
discriminations of detail in print that he or she uses in

reading.

Writing leads to improved reading acquisition and

reading leads to better writing performances. When writing
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and reading are used together, improvements were found in

both areas. Furthermore, literature supports the fact that
reading and writing are interdependent on each other.

All of the above mentioned is of utmost importance
when it comes to written language acquisition, however the
great responsibility the "sociocultural mediator" (or

teacher) undertakes in providing an unbiased attitude and
constructing a classroom environment for all learners must
be considered when it comes to effectively teaching and

supporting students' literacy development.
Teachers Becoming Active in Self-Examining
Beliefs and Misconceptions About English
Language Learners
It is critical that teachers self-examine their own

beliefs and misconceptions about the cultures of English
language learners before they ask themselves what they can

do to best support children's literacy development (Xu,

2003). Effective teachers consciously consider what they

believe about language, learning, children and their

worlds. They also consider where their beliefs come from,
and how their beliefs influence the interpretations and

decisions they make in the classroom (Owocki & Goodman,
2002). According to Flores (1995), teachers are to reject

deficit perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, expectations, and
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pedagogical practices about languages, literacy, learning
and culture. In doing so, teachers are better equipped in

providing all children, whether immigrant, native born,
rural or urban the deserving education that does not

impede learning and academic success (Flores, Diaz, &
Cousins, 1991).

As an educator, one of the most important
considerations one must make is to know the children that
are stepping foot into the classroom. Learning about

children's social and cultural experiences gives insight

into their ways of speaking, knowing and thinking.
Teachers must understand that each child enters the
classroom with a variety of experiences that are

invaluable. This wealth of knowledge is otherwise known as

"funds of knowledge".

Moll (2000) defines funds of knowledge as cultural

artifacts and bodies of knowledge that underlie household
activities. They are inherent cultural resources found in

communities surrounding schools. Children's identities

develop under the influences of language, culture, race
class, gender, family values, patterns of domestic
organization, and political, social, and religious
ideology. Each of these characteristics is a part of the

child's identity and each are brought into every literacy
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event (Owocki & Goodman, 2002). It is imperative that
educators tap into the funds of knowledge children bring

in from home to school. By doing so, teachers can create

meaningful lessons that will interest their students and

enhance their learning.
Au (2000) states that almost all children, including

those of diverse backgrounds, develop many understandings

of language and literacy before they enter school;
however, communities differ in the ways in which they use

reading and writing. Although some young children may be
read to at bedtime as a common literacy practice, some are

not. Nonetheless, they may experience literacy in other
ways, such as, observing other adults reading and writing

personal letters to relatives and friends. Teachers are to

support children's reading and writing progress by
including lessons on the functions of literacy that are
already likely to be familiar. These lessons are helpful
to young children because they can see that the literacy

knowledge they have gained in the home and community has a
place in school and can contribute to their becoming good

readers and writers. Teachers can also help by
communicating strong affirmative messages about the value

of knowing additional languages and the fact that
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bilingualism is an important linguistic and intellectual

accomplishment.
The presence of a learner's native language in the
classroom adds familiarity and comfort to English language

learners (Freeman & Freeman, 2000). Print materials and

texts in the native language allows for continued support

of the learner's exploration and functions and forms of
language (Allen, 1994).
The classroom context and the teacher have a

tremendous impact on English language learners'
development as readers and writers. It has been shown that
teachers teach reading and writing based upon the beliefs

they hold about these processes. In turn, the students'

assumptions about reading and writing reflect that of the
teachers'

(Hudelson, 1986). Bilingual children quickly

come to understand their teachers' views about composing
and what their teacher expectations are, then produce what

they perceive their teachers want (Edelsky, 1981). If, for

example, a teacher believes English language learners are
to produce initial written efforts with only correct
spelling and grammatical constructions they have mastered

in speaking, then the English language learner will

reflect that view. This point of view might create
unnecessary stresses for the English learners and, in
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turn, discourage them to make attempts in writing. In

contrast, the teacher that encourages children's writing
even though it is not prefect, viewing the draft as work

in progress rather than the final product, the children's
work will mirror this assumption (Hudelson, 1986). In this
perspective, the English learners will have less anxiety
and will be more likely to make greater attempts at

writing.
In the classroom, the teacher is the "sociocultural
mediator" who co-constructs teaching and learning

experiences with their students. In other words, the

teacher becomes the "important formal and informal
knowledge about the culture and society in which children
develop" (Diaz & Flores, 2001, p. 32-33). The teacher is

responsible in creating social systems that organize
"zones of proximal development (ZOPD)" for all students by
taking into consideration students' past and current

experiences and knowledge so that students achieve their
fullest potential. Vygotsky (1986) described the "zone of
proximal development" as

the distance between the actual development

level as determined by the independent problem
solving and the level of potential development

as determined through problem solving under
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guidance or in collaboration with more capable

peers,

(p. 86)

That is, activities or tasks within a child's zone are

challenging to the child, however achievable with support;

they are neither too familiar nor too far beyond the

child's current understandings (Owocki & Goodman, 2002).

If the teacher does not respect and properly
take into account the previous experiences as
indicative of the students' actual level of
development, then the child is put 'at-risk'

within the socioeducational contexts and cannot

participate appropriately within the ZOPDs.

(Diaz & Flores, 2001, p. 33)

Teachers are responsible for understanding how
children construct literacy so that they can revalue,
reorganize, and reconstruct their teaching learning.

Teachers must learn how to socially organize the
learning and teaching for children and learn

more about how children learn language, oral or

written, first or second, so they can
deliberately facilitate, monitor, and document

children's sociopsyhogenesis of literacy and
biliteracy.

(Flores & Hernandez, 1988, p. 3)
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The teacher is more than just a facilitator of

language, but the choreographer of an intricate

educational ballet, who rehearses along with the troop.

That is, choreographing the literacy experiences of
individual students with diverse backgrounds, the needs of
those children, and the application of appropriate
curricular strategies which will support growth requires a
trusting partnership (Shickedanz, 1990).

Teachers not only must obtain knowledge about the
learners and strategies of English language learners, but
must also become masterful at creating authentic,

meaningful, and print-rich contexts for all learners
(Altwerger & Ivener, 1994). According to Xu (2003), there
are specific needs that teachers must meet in order ensure

success for English language learners:
1)

A familiar and comfortable environment in which

their native language and culture is present and

valued. Texts written in the native language and
about native culture are available. Teachers

encourage learners to share with the class their

native language and culture. Use of native

language and literacy activities are encouraged.
2)

Have easy access to a wide range of texts of
various topics of interests. The texts allow
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learners to actively use their prior knowledge

in comprehension and demonstrate their growing

knowledge about language and literacy and about

specific content topics.
3)

Need to work with native English-speaking peers
in small and large collaborative groups. There

are various levels of student-student and

student-teacher interactions during literacy
activities. The teacher explicitly models

strategies and scaffolds learners' learning.
4)

Experience reading, writing, listening,
speaking, valuing, and interpreting through

literacy activities that have personal
significance and interest to them. Learners use

language and literacy for authentic, meaningful,
and communicative purposes rather than for mere
practicing of linguistic codes,

(p. 77)

Most importantly, teachers must connect instruction
to the child rather than expect the child to connect to
the instruction (Au, 2000). That is, developing literacy

lessons that are planned accordingly by recognizing and
accepting children's varied experiences with language and

literacy learning. The teacher is to use a repertoire of

strategies while teaching, provide systematic instruction
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to the whole class, at other times having children teach
each other, and more scaffolding for other children and

less for others.
Lastly, the teacher that is supportive and can

develop literacy curricula for all students, especially

those of diverse backgrounds, and embraces the diversity
will help develop their success in learning to read and

write. All children in our classroom deserve the
opportunity to develop and learn in the ways that use

their strengths, validate their experience and encourage
them to become the best person, reader and writer that
they have the potential of becoming.

Summary
This chapter presented some of the extensive research

that began in the last decades of the 20th century on
young children's conceptions of how they naturally develop

written language knowledge. Very young children learn to
speak when they are immersed in a favorable environment

where talk is being used and there is a need and desire to

communicate. Likewise, if surrounded by written language
used purposefully in the same manner as oral language,
children develop insights and knowledge naturally about

literacy. Children have a basic capacity to learn and
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construct their learning in a properly supportive and
secure environment where parents, siblings and others

provide a model and support their literacy development. In
the classroom, the teacher becomes the "socio-cultural

mediator" that guides the child's literacy learning by
keeping all communication processes (speaking, listening,

writing and reading) together and continuing to provide

meaningful opportunities to write. Children experiment and
explore with pretend writing or invented spelling and make

discoveries about writing as they engage in it. It is the
knowledge and experience, gained from free exploration

that forms a solid foundation on which to build for

further drawing and writing development. In addition, the
social interaction within the classroom provides the
incentive for the young child to pursue active literacy.

The goal of teaching writing is to allow students to

explore their own ideas and write for real purposes.
Writing that is meaningful helps students understand the
importance of writing in their own lives. Children who

value their writing will take pride in themselves and
enjoy communicating through the written word. Therefore,

by allowing children to take responsibility for their own
writing, they intuitively learn and understand why people

write. Kindergarten teachers especially play a vital role
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in socializing the children's academic identity in

literacy learning by how they teach, how they use the
children's cultural knowledge, and how they build upon
their strengths.
Aside from deep knowledge about how children come to

know how written language works, it is imperative that
teachers not only understand how to construct meaningful
learning, but to respect and reject any practices that can

impede children's desire to learn. They must also become

masterful in creating authentic, meaningful, and

print-rich contexts in their classrooms. It is the

teacher's responsibility to become a master in strategies
and context for English language learners' success in

literacy.
Most importantly, the teacher that supports and

develops literacy curricula for all students, especially
those of diverse backgrounds, and embraces their diversity
will help develop their success in learning to read and

write.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Young bilingual children bring in an abundance of

literacy knowledge the first day they enter kindergarten.
In the previous chapter, the research provided an enormous

amount of evidence that indicated that young children,
whether English speaking or not, are aware and have

experimented with written language functions (both reading
and writing) during their preschool years. Although there
are varying degrees of the exposure and experiences these

children have encountered, all are valid forms of literacy

events prior to formal schooling. The unique language and

literacy practices that young bilingual children bring to

school are examples of complex systems of knowledge they
use to make sense of their world.

Even though young bilingual kindergarteners are not
proficient writers themselves, they have much to say about

writing. In fact, they are very much aware that writing
can serve a variety of purposes in everyday activities.

This study focused on young bilingual kindergarten
children's awareness of the functions served by writing

and the value attributed to writing events in a school

setting.
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Design of the Research
In the past, many studies have focused primarily on
the product-oriented investigations of children's

development as writers. Their focus has been to obtain

information from children by asking them questions about
their own writing. However, few studies have attempted to

investigate what children have to say about what and why
others write. This study is an effort to examine bilingual
kindergartener's concepts of written language and their
functions in the school setting context. It will examine
the functions of written language by literate others and

how it is used in a variety of school related contexts. It

is important to note that this examination is not

dependent on prerequisite writing skills the children have

attained.
Freeman and Sanders (1989) conducted a similar study

nearly twenty years ago with monolingual (English),
middle-class children. It is possible that few studies
have attempted to confirm their findings with other

English-speaking children, however fewer or none were
found to have included English language learners, whose

primary language is Spanish.
Following nearly the same protocols of the study

conducted by Freeman and Sanders (1989) in the mid-western
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portion of the United States, this study attempted to

examine some of the patterns found in English speaking
kindergarteners with those from Spanish speaking

kindergarteners of Hispanic decent. The study by Freeman
and Sanders (1989) was designed to investigate young

children's concepts of the functions of writing in a

community context; however, this study was designed to
explore young bilingual children's concepts of the
functions of writing in the school context.

Similarly, both studies were able to show
conclusively that kindergarteners, whether dominate

English speaking or not, do possess an understanding about
the functions of written language.

Subjects and Setting
The subjects of this study attended a sizeable public

elementary school of just over 1,000 students located in

Highland, California, an urban fringe of the larger city
of San Bernardino. The school generally consists of

students of low socio-economic background where 92.7%
qualify for free or reduced lunch. The largest ethnic

group of the school community is Hispanic, at 69.4%, where

50.2% are considered ELL and 47.8% are Spanish speakers.
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The subjects in this study consisted of six

predominately Spanish speaking kindergarteners

(three male

and three females) from the same bilingual program
classroom and were randomly selected. The average age

range of these students, at the time of the interview, was
5 years and 6 months.
Description of Research Instrument

In order to examine these bilingual children's
concepts of the functions of writing in schooling
contexts, four familiar adults that the children see

almost daily engaged in naturally occurring writing
instances from four different areas of school settings

were videotaped. The school settings included the school
office, the nurse's office, the cafeteria, and the

students' classroom. Each adult in each setting included
the schools' attendance clerk, the health aide, a

cafeteria worker, and the student's teacher (also the
researcher) . Each video sequence lasted approximately one

to one and a half minutes.
To prepare the students for the school context

viewing, the first 10 seconds of the video presented a
brief scan of the school grounds and the front door of the

school office. The following provides a brief description
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of what occurred in each sequence as the adults engaged in
writing instances.

School office: As the attendance clerk is working on

the computer, the telephone suddenly rings and
he answers with a cordial greeting. He quickly
takes a pen and begins to jot something down.
Someone soon approaches his desk and again takes

a pen and another piece of paper and begins to
write. He then returns to his computer and

writes again one last time.
Nurse's office: An ill student is sitting on the
nurse's couch and the health aid has apparently
taken the student's temperature. The health aide
begins to write something down while holding a

thermometer in the other hand. He, then, moves

toward to the computer and begins to click and
type. The health aide then takes the telephone
receiver and appears to dial a number. Before

long, he begins talking to someone on the other

line and looks at what he has written down.
After hanging up the telephone, he gives his

attention back to the ill student.
Cafeteria: A cafeteria worker is busily assisting
children with punching in their lunch numbers in
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the number key pad. As she is helping others,
she is looking at her computer and writes a few
things down. Only once does the register open to
make a money transaction. Two children approach

the cafeteria workers with ice cream tickets and
in exchange receive an ice cream each.

Classroom: As the teacher sits at the front of the
classroom, the teacher is writing on a large

easel. As the writing is taking place, she is

explaining how she writes and provides overly
exaggerated sound for each letter. The teacher
is interrupted by a ringing telephone. As the

teacher is talking, writing is taking place. At
journal time, the teacher conferences with a
student and writes in his journal.

One vital piece of information to add to this

research instrument is that each of these familiar adults
in this school setting was also bilingual and used both
languages during each vignette. As they spoke to the

surrounding people they came in contact with, they spoke

in either English or Spanish in order to better

communicate with them. As a result, as they wrote

something down, both English and Spanish were also used.
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Research Protocol
The researcher individually interviewed each child as

they viewed the four videotaped sequences. Each interview

lasted about 20 minutes and was tape recorded. The
interview questions for this study generally served as a
guide during the interview process and there were no
predetermined or prescribed answers. It is important to
mention that these questions were asked in Spanish by the

researcher, due to the fact that the students interviewed

were dominant Spanish speakers. The first seven questions

directly relate to the actual video sequences the student
has seen and the last three questions are related to

writing in general. The following are the questions:

1.

Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

2.

^.Quien esta escribiendo?

(Who is writing?)

3.

iQue crees que esta escribiendo?

(What do you think he is writing?)
4.

<:En donde escribe?

(Where is he writing?)

5.

£Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?

(Why do you think he is writing?)
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6.

iQue pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would, happen if he didn't write it down?)

7.

iQue pasara con lo que escribio ahora?

(What will happen to the writing next?)
8.

^Por

escribe la gente?

(Why do people write?)
9.

iQue pasaria si la gente no escribiera?

(What would happen if people didn't write?)
10.

^Por que es importante escribir?
(Why is writing important?)

A total of 24 protocols (four video sequences times six

students) were transcribed and then analyzed in a
descriptive manner.
Each of the responses given by the students was
carefully considered and then categorized accordingly. The

researcher independently reviewed the data to generate

five categories regarding the functions of writing from
the bilingual children's perspectives and analyzed

emerging patterns within the results. Freeman and Sander's
(1989) four categories of the functions of writing were

used to categorize the responses the students produced.
The last category was added to account for the new

phenomenon not included in Freeman and Sander's (1989)
study. In addition, to the types of function identified by
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each bilingual kindergartener, the frequency of the
functions of writing named by each student was also taken

into consideration.
This study, examining bilingual Spanish speaking

kindergarteners' conceptions of the use of written
language across varied school settings, is among one of
its kind. The development of the four video clips included

natural everyday settings found in schooling. The analysis
that follows includes Freeman and Sanders'

(1989) four

categories plus another that emerged form the data.
My hope is that the results found in this, study will

provide teachers and others a greater understanding and a

deeper respect for bilingual kindergarten children and
what they know about written language.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to examine bilingual

kindergartener's emergent views on the functions of
writing in the school context. In analyzing this data,

Freeman & Sanders'

(1989), four categories of children's

emerging concepts of writing functions were adapted to

identify functions of writing in a school setting. Based
on this categorical system, similar findings resulted. The
data was analyzed using four general categories of

functions of writing: 1) writing that reflects

communication with others; 2) writing that serves as a
memory device; 3) writing that includes learning; and
4) writing that can be termed as individual expression or

pleasure. One other common finding that was significant

was the recognition of negative consequences for not

writing. In addition, an unexpected discovery was the
children's understanding about the use of the computer as

a tool for writing.
Category 1

Category 1: Writing that reflects communication with
others.
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The bilingual kindergarten children identified a wide
range of writing functions. As indicated by Table 1, all
six students identified communicating with others as a

function of writing. Within this broad category, two

subcategories emerged: writing a letter or sending a
personal message to someone and writing a response, as an
acknowledgment, to someone else's writing. Writing serves

as a means to communicate with others when a message is

being relayed to someone else. For example, after a child
noted that the office clerk was writing a note, she

answered, when asked why he was writing, "Se la (carta) va
dar a una maestra (He is going to give it [letter] to a
teacher)". Others, after viewing the same instance, stated
"Se lo va dar a los padres (He is going to give it to the

parents"); "Se lo va dar a otra persona (He's going to
give it to someone)"; "Se lo da a las mamas.

(He's going

to give it to the moms)".
Bilingual kindergarteners also demonstrated that some

messages carry valuable information when it is relayed to

someone else. When the children were asked why the health
aid was writing, they made comments such as "So...he can
call the teacher."; "Para darsela a una tia y ella se lo

da a la mama (To give it to an aunt and she will give it
to the mom."); "Pa' que la mama sepa que le paso algo en
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la escuela" (So that the mom will know something happened
to him at school)".
That writing can serve as a response in acknowledging

someone else's writing is evidenced in the statements made
by two children who claimed that the teacher was writing

in a students' journal because "...los ninos escriben muy
bien y hacen un buen trabajo (...the children write well
and do a good job)" and "...le das estrellas a los que

escriben muy bien (...you give stars to those that write
very well)". In fact, these comments evidence that

children have a sense of audience when they write. They
recognized that writing can be read by someone else.
Category 2
Category 2: Writing that serves as a memory device.

Writing that serves as a memory device was identified

by three of the six bilingual kindergarteners. When asked
what will happen if the people in the video did not write

down what they had written, responses included, "Si no lo
escribe no...se va recordar el numero (If he doesn't write

it down he won't remember the number.)"; "Se le va olvidar

(He is going to forget.)"; and "He will forget". Bilingual
kindergarteners, therefore, recognized that writing serves

both to prevent people from forgetting and to help them
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remember when they do forget. Interestingly, although
children may view writing as something adults do in order

to remember, it is not necessarily what they may do in
order to remember. The fact that these bilingual
kindergarteners were able to identify the memory function
of writing indicates that they were able to take the point

of view of the adult in the videotape sequences and
determine why it was necessary for that individual to

write.
Category 3

Category 3: Writing that includes learning.

In this study, all six bilingual students identified
a function of writing that included learning in at least
one of the four writing instances. Of the four video

sequences viewed by the students, much of what they said
was associated with learning and school related tasks.

When asked why the teacher was writing, they made comments

such as: "Porque...estas (la maestra) escribiendo una
oracion... para que los ninos escriben tambien

(Because... you [the teacher] are writing a sentence... so
that the children can write too.)"; "Para los ninos que

todavia no saben como escribir...y que no saben que la
oracion comienza con una letra mayuscula (For children
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that still do not know how to write...and do not know that
the sentence begins with a capital letter.)". In

connection with writing and learning, helping or assisting

someone was mentioned. For example, "Es...que...le (la
maestra) estas ayudando a una persona...como los ninos
(It's...that...you [the teacher] are helping

someone... like the children.)"; "Para...ayudar a los ninos
leer.

(So...to help the children read.)". Writing was also

equated with learning how to read. One child stated that

people write "para saber como leer (so they can learn to
read)". Another child commented, when asked what would

happen if people didn't write, "they...will never learn to
read". Writing was also equated with the need to write in
order to do homework. For instance, one child responded
that, when asked why do people write, answered "Porque es

muy importante...hacer nuestra tarea (Because it is very

important... to do our homework."

Category 4
Category 4: Writing that can be termed as individual

expression or pleasure.
Out of the six children, five identified the function

of writing that could be termed as individual expression.
This category includes the identification of writing as a
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pleasurable activity, something people want to do as a way

to express themselves. For example, people write "porque
les gusta escribir y es divertido (because they like to

write and it is fun)". One student answered, when asked
why is it important to write, "Porque puedes escribir lo
que tu quieras y puedes hacer un libro para tu mama porque

me quiere mucho (Because you can write about what you want
and you can write a book for your mom...because she loves

me very much"). Another indicated, when asked what would
happen if people didn't write, "no pudieran hacer notas
para sus papas. Yo hago cartas para mi mama y mi papi

porque los quiero mucho (they would not be able to write

notes for their parents. I write letters to my mom and my
daddy because I love them very much"). This comment

suggests that students understand that being the giver of

a written message is an expression of love and that being
the receiver is a positive and pleasurable event.

Bilingual kindergarteners placed value on writing and
believed it was important, as manifested in their ability

to recognize possible negative consequences for not
writing. Examples of negative consequences that occur if
the health aid did not write were, "No pudiera ayudar...a

nadie (He would not be able to help...anyone.)";
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"Se queda enfermo el niho (The child will stay

sick.)"; "Se pude matar...morir...o se enferma (He can

kill himself... die... or get sick.)". Examples of other

negative consequences if the cafeteria worker did not
write were: "Elios (los ninos) no van a saber su numero de

lonche (They [the children] are not going to know their
lunch number.)";
"No puede ayudar a los ninos (She can not help the

children.)"; "Los ninos no van a saber el numero y no van
a comer (The children are not going to know their number
and they are not going to eat.)".

Anomaly

An interesting anomaly surfaced because within the
video sequences used for the children's observations,

related to the literacy contexts in school, every person

except the teacher was using a computer. Before this study
was conducted, the researcher had not expected the

children to acknowledge or even consider computers as a
device for writing or learning. That is, it was not

expected that the children would make any comment on

others using the computer other than possibly playing a

game, or the like. This finding serves as evidence that
children are exposed to written language through a variety
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of mediums such as computers, other technologies, and they
are very cognizant of these technological devices used in

their everyday life. Thus, the use of the computer as a
writing tool is the fifth category and an unexpected

anomaly.
Five out of the six students identified computers as
a tool for writing and learning. Most of them commented on
the fact that others can use computers for inputting

and/or storing information. For instance, a child noted
that the office clerk was using the computer so he could

"poner los numeros de la casa (put in the home [phone]
numbers)". Another remarked that the cafeteria worker was

entering into the computer "Los 'numbers' de los ninos que
vienen para 'lunch'

(The children's numbers that go to

lunch)". Two students responded that the computer was
being used to write a "nota (note)" and "papel (paper)".

Two others made comments on the fact that computers

can also be used to retrieve information. For example, one

student made the comment that the health aide was using
the computer "Porque...le va a llamar a una persona y que

vayan por sus hijos (Because... he is going to call someone
and that they may come’for their children)". Another

commented that the office clerk was using the computer

"Porque esta escribiendo un numero...de casa...y esta
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leyendo (Because he is writing a [phone] number...of a
home...and he is reading)".
The following two tables will summarize: 1) the types

of functions that each bilingual kindergartener named; and
2) the frequency of the functions of writing that the six

bilingual kindergarten children mentioned.
Table 1 illustrates the functions of writing that
were identified by the six bilingual kindergarten children

interviewed. As can be seen from Table 1, six children
were able to identify communicating with others. All six

were able to identify writing a letter as a form of
communicating with others. Two of these six students were
also able to identify others responding to or

acknowledging others' writing. The table shows that out of
the six children interviewed, three identified writing as

a memory device. All six were also able to identify
writing as a form of individual expression and learning.

Lastly, five out of six identified computers as a tool for
writing and learning.
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Table 1. The Types of Functions of Writing Identified by
Six Bilingual Kindergarten Children

Functions Identified by Number of Children
Communicating with others*

6

Letter writing

6

Responding to or acknowledging
others' writing

2
3

Memory Device

Individual Expression

6

Learning

6

Computers as a tool for writing and learning

5

*Two subjects identified both subcategories of
communication with others, that of letter writing and
responding to or acknowledging others' writing.

Table 2 demonstrates the number of times the students

stated the functions of writing. This table illustrates
how often each category was identified by all students.

Twelve times communicating with others was identified

by all children. Ten times all the students identified
writing a letter and two times children identified

responding to or acknowledging others' writing. Four times

memory device was identified by three of the children. An
outstanding number of thirty-one times, all the children
were able to identify learning as a function. Lastly, and

surprisingly, five of the children identified computers as
a tool for writing and learning fifteen times.
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Table 2. The Frequency of the Functions of Writing
Identified by Six Bilingual Kindergarten Children
Functions Identified by Children
Communicating with others

12

Letter writing

10

Responding to or acknowledging
others' writing

2

Memory Device

4

Individual Expression

10

Learning

31

Computers as a tool for writing and learning

15

Summary
All students responded to the majority of the

interview questions. Most of the students spoke

enthusiastically when they recognized the school settings
and the familiar people in the video. Nearly all the

students were able to identify that writing was taking

place, who was writing, why people were writing, and what
was possibly was being written. Furthermore, they
possessed the vocabulary necessary to converse about

writing. The children correctly labeled various forms of
writing, such as letter (carta), homework (tarea), journal

entry (diario), and note (nota). Please note that these
bilingual kindergarten children are on the average 5 years
and 6 months.
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The results of the data collected clearly demonstrate
that, in general, the bilingual kindergarten children

interviewed were aware of the functions of others'

writing. The responses given by these bilingual
kindergarteners indicate that the knowledge children have
about written language extended far beyond the range of
writing they could produce themselves. The findings reveal

that one aspect of emergent literacy involves young
children's knowledge of the functions of written language.

This study, therefore, evidenced bilingual
kindergarteners' understandings of the value, purposes,
and the social importance of writing in the school

context.
These findings raised important issues related to

teachers' perceptions of low income Spanish speaking
children. We cannot underestimate their tacit knowledge of
the functions of print in schooling. Children come to

school with a great wealth of knowledge about the

functions of print and in this case, the functions of

written language in school settings.
Sometimes, those that work in the area of education

make the error of assuming that because children do not

respond to their questions or do not respond with interest
to a preplanned curriculum, they have little print
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knowledge. According to Owoki and Goodman (2002) it is a
misconception to believe that language learners do not

know much about concepts of print. All children who come
to school have developed a sense of patterns and routines

of daily life and of how print fits into those patterns
and routines. "They know how to observe and make sense of
the world. They seek to answers their questions. They

wonder. They imagine. They think" (Owoki & Goodman, 2002,

p. 36).
The findings in this study also dispel the myths of

poverty related to bilingualism, young bilingual

children's intellect, Spanish speaking kindergarteners'
literacy knowledge and functions of written language use
in school contexts.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Introduction
This study proposed to explore bilingual

kindergarteners' emergent views about the functions of
writing in a school setting context. Six predominately
Spanish speaking kindergarten children were interviewed
while and after viewing videotaped sequences of others in

natural writing instances. The responses the students gave
were carefully considered and categorized. Five categories

of the functions of writing were identified by the
students. Four of the categories from Freeman and Sander's
(1989) study were used in this study: 1) writing that

reflects communication with others, 2) writing that serves

as a memory device, 3) writing hat includes learning; and
4) writing that can be termed as individual expression or
pleasure. A fifth category was added to accommodate an

anomaly.

Conclusions
The salient findings that emerged from this study

dispel common negative deficit assumptions about bilingual

children and their literacy knowledge. Based on the
synopsis of the interviews, it is clearly evident to me
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that there are three major conclusions that surfaced from

this study:
1.

Bilingual kindergarten children are capable of
using appropriate vocabulary and elaborate

syntax to explain what could have been written.

In the study, all six children were able to
provide responses with appropriate vocabulary

that reflected their knowledge about writing.
With considerable constancy, the children used

vocabulary and elaborate syntax that correctly
labeled various forms of writing, such as letter

(carta), homework (tarea), journal entry
(diario), and note (nota). Thus, these responses
support the notion that bilingual children are

aware and understand the types of functions of
writing.

2.

Bilingual kindergarten children are able to give

possible explanations for the purposes others
may use writing. Each of the four categories

presented in the study, including the anomaly,
are evidence that bilingual kindergarten
children are very capable of providing complex

explanations for why others write. It is quite

remarkable that despite the fact that these
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children are not proficient writers themselves,
they can communicate why others use writing.

3.

Bilingual kindergarten children are able to

discuss the value and social importance of why
people may write to each other and what would

happen if others did not write. As was evident

from this study, many of the responses provided

by the children reflected that writing is used
for meaningful purposes. They were able to

articulate how important it is to write as well

as why others should write. In addition, they
were also able to recognize possible negative
consequences for not writing.
These conclusions are powerful indications to

teachers and others to not underestimate the intellect of
low income Spanish speaking bilingual kindergarten

children and their ability to understand the functions,
purposes and value of writing.
Implications
It is quite unfortunate that many bilingual children
are stereotyped and presumed deficient in some way. Many

times language minority students are looked down upon
because they are English language learners or come from
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low socioeconomic backgrounds. Nonetheless, the findings

in this study imply that bilingual kindergarten children
surrounded by a literate society have literacy and

biliteracy knowledge.
Despite the fact that the bilingual kindergarten

children interviewed for this study came from low income
families, they were able to demonstrate that they
possessed literacy knowledge about the functions of

written language. Far too often teachers underestimate the

potential and the capacity of English language learners.

Just because bilingual children do not speak English
fluently does not mean that they do not have knowledge
about how written language works or understand its
functions.
This study dispels the notion that economically poor

bilingual kindergarten children lack the capacity,
potential and development of literacy knowledge. Although

some language minority children may come from homes where

literacy is not a priority, it is possible that these
children are capable of learning how to read and write. It
is ultimately up to the teacher to create and organize a

teaching and learning environment that is conducive to
bilingual children for optimal learning. Bilingual
kindergarten children have incredible intellectual
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capacity for learning if the teacher knows how to

reorganize teaching and learning (Flores, 1995).
All bilingual children have literacy and biliteracy

knowledge that is valuable. Their knowledge about written
language in their first and second language is based on

social meaning and language experiences. Teachers that
build upon these language experiences validate students'

present knowledge and use it as a stepping stone for the
development of more complex understanding (Flores,
Cousins, & Diaz, 1991). Flores (1995) explains that

teacher's beliefs and attitudes, expectations, and
pedagogical knowledge about learning, language, and

culture are essential for the academic success for English
language learners. Teachers that continue to view English

language learners with a language handicap are using

abusive practices that impede learning and academic
success.

English language learners need teachers that are
sensitive and respectful of their culture and language.

Teachers are to become active participates in learning
about the language and culture the students bring to
school. As teachers recognize that building on students'

strengths, including their first language and cultures,

they can expand the students' potential and can increase
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the students' school success. When the culture and

language of the home are not of the school or of the

majority culture, extra care must be taken to engender
feelings of acceptance and equality. In the home the
child's culture and language learning takes place in the

warmth and intimacy of the family; such learning carries
with it emotions and memories which become a permanent
part of the child. When the child's language is valued, he

or she feels valued as well.
In my bilingual classroom, I accept all my students
as they are and value the culture and language they bring

with them. My greatest desire is for all of my students to

love learning and to become excited about learning new
things. I strive to build a close relationship with my
students and their families so that they can learn from me
while, at the same time, I am learning from and about
them. I understand that it is ultimately my responsibility

to create an environment that is not only engaging but one

where children are free to take risks in all literacy

events. I want my students to have the confidence
necessary so they can reach their fullest potential and to

be their very best. I make every attempt not to hold a

limited view of my students' language and culture and what
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they are capable of learning, because doing so would be a
great disservice to them.
I strongly suggest that teachers become informed

about the children they teach and the communities they

serve. Every child in our classroom deserves the
opportunity to develop as a learner. Therefore, teachers,
including myself, have the responsibility to teach in the
way that uses children's experiences and strengths. We

need to understand the significance of children's prior
knowledge and their understandings of the functions of
language, especially from low income Spanish speaking

children. It is up to us to discover what children know
and to use that information to support them in developing

and expanding their competencies as confident language

learners (Owoki & Goodman, 2002).
One of the greatest lessons that I have learned from

these young bilingual children is that they are very much
aware of the importance of becoming literate. Salient

findings were eye opening and showed that low income

Spanish speaking children should not be taken at face
value, perceived as not knowing about literacy, or taken
for granted.
My hope is that this study encourages teachers that

work with English language learners to realize the
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responsibility and power they have to help learners feel

welcomed, respected and valued in the classroom by

including their native language and culture for making
language and literacy learning enjoyable and engaging.

As an advocate for English language learners, I value
the culture, language and literacy knowledge they bring to

school. Conducting this study reaffirms my belief that

bilingual kindergarten children should not be
underestimated. Whether the young child speaks a different
language, the abundance of written language knowledge he

or she brings to school is valid. Conclusively, this study

shows that bilingual Spanish speaking kindergarteners do

possess literacy knowledge about the use, purposes and
functions of written language.
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APPENDIX A
TRANSCRIPTS FOR STUDENT 001
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Transcript 1
Video Sequence 1: Office Clerk
Dime Io que ves en el video.
T:
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Es la escuela de nosotros.
(It’s our school.)

T;

(i,Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Es...es el senor... Adrian y esta hablando en el telefono.
(It’s Mr. .. .Adrian and he is talking on the telephone.)

T:

<j,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Esta escribiendo una nota.
(He is writing a note.)

T:

(j,En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

Esta escribiendo...en la computadora.
(He is writing...on the computer.)

T:

^Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

Pues...si...le da un papel al senor...si los quiere sacar de la escuela o si
falto un dfa.
(Well...if...he gives the man a paper...if he wants to take them out of
school or if he missed a day.)

T:

^Que pasarfa si el no Io escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

Se le va olvidad.
(He is going to forget.)

T:

<f,Que pasara con Io que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Se Io va dar a los padres.
(He is going to give it to the parents.)
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Video Sequence 2: Health Aide
T:
Dime Io que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Alli es donde van los ninos que no se sienten bien.
(That is where the children go when they don’t feel good.)

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Es...es el senor que vacuna a los ninos y yo un dia fui con el para que
me mire los dedos.
(It’s the man that gives children shots and I went with him so he could
look at my fingers.)

T:

<j,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Esta escribiendo en la computadora y le llama a la mama de un nino
para que lo venga recoger porque se quebro un pie.
(He is writing on the computer and he is going to call the boy’s mom so
she can pick him up because he broke his foot.)

T:

(j,En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

Esta en la oficina.
(He is in the office.)

T:

^Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

A...urn...a la mejor esta escribiendo en un papel que el miro el pie.
(Uh...urn...he is probably writing on a paper that he saw the foot.)

T:

6Que pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

Si no lo escribiera, los padres no van a saber que paso con el nino.
(If he didn’t write it down, the parents will not know what happened to the
boy.)

T:

<f,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Se lo da a la mama del nino.
(He will give it to the boy’s mom.)
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Video Sequence 3: Cafeteria Worker
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Vi donde vas de lonche y te llevas el plato...para comer.
(I saw where you go for lunch and where you take your plate...to eat.)

T:

^Quieri esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Ella es la que ayuda...la que me ayuda y le digo si me de un “ice cream
ticket”.
(She is the one that helps...that helps me and I tell her if she can give
me an ice cream ticket.)

T:

i,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

Esta escribiendo los “numbers” para...um...y alii pones los “numbers” y
ie pones “enter” y los “numbers” se van en la computadora.
(She is writing the numbers for...um...and there is where you put in the
numbers and put in enter and the numbers go into the computer.)

T:

<i,En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

Ella usa una computadora.
(She is using a computer.)

T:

<i,Por que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?)

S:

Yo...yo pienso que...um...para ayudar a los ninos saber cual es su
“number" de “lunch”.
(I...I think that...um...so she can help the children know what their lunch
number is.)

T:

^Que pasaria si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

Los ninos no van a saber su “number” de “lunch”.
(The children are not going to know their lunch number.)

T:

<,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)
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S:

Ella...a veces le da el “number” a los ninos.
(She sometimes gives the children their number.)

Video Sequence 4: Classroom Teacher
Dime Io que ves en el video.
T:
(Tel! me what you see in the video.)
S:

Vi a la maestra.
(1 saw the teacher.)

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Es la...mi “teacher”.
(It is the...my teacher.)

T:

jQue crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

Esta...escribiendo “Hoy es jueves. A mi me gusta...” una oracion.
(She is writing “Hoy es jueves. A mi me gusta...” a sentence.)

T:

<-,En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

En la clase.
(In the classroom.)

T:

£Por que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?)

S:

Para los ninos que todavia no saben como escribir...y que no saben que
la oracion comienza con una letra mayuscula.
(For children that still do not know how to write...and do not know that
the sentence begins with a capital letter.)

T:

<j,Que pasaria si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

Los ninos no van a aprender como escribir.
(The children are not going to learn how to write.)

T:

<,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Los ninos lo van a leer.
(The children are going to read it.)
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Summary Question About Writing in General:
T:
^Porque escribe la gente?
(Why do people write?)

S:

Porque es muy importante...porque si no habia lapiz o nada, no
podiamos escribir y hacer nuestra tarea.
(Because it is very important...because if there were no pencils or
anything, we wouldn't be able to write and do our homework.

T:

<j,Que pasaria si la gente no escribiera?
(What would happen if people didn't write?)

S:

No se recordaran y no pudieran hacer notas para sus papas. Yo hago
cartas para mi mama y mi papi porque los quiero mucho... y es...es muy
importante.
(They will not remember and they would not be able to write notes for
their parents. I write letters to my mom and my daddy because I love
them very much... and it is...very important.)

T:

<j,Por que es importante escribir?
(Why is writing important?)

S:

Porque...para que sepan donde vamos o van estar los nirios...si
hacemos una opera y si vamos a un paseo.
(Because.. .so they know where we are going or where the children are
going.. .if we make an opera and if we go on a field trip.)
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Transcript 2
Video Sequence 1: Office Clerk
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Es la oficina de la escuela. Alli hay gente que trabaja en la oficina.
(It’s the school office. There are the people that work in the office.)

T:

<j,Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Una persona que trabaja en la oficina.
(Someone who works in the office.)

T:

<,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Esta escribiendo en la computadora para poner los...numeros...de la
casa.
(He is writing with the computer so he can put in...the home [phone]
numbers.)

T:

<i,En donde escribe el?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

Escribe...en un papel...escribe un numero..de dicen un numero y lo
pone en el papel.
(He writes...on a paper...he writes a number...they tell him a number
and he writes it down.)

T:

^Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?

S:

Porque esta buscando algo...como un numero de alguien.
(He is writing because he is looking for something... like someone’s
[phone] number.)

T:

6Que pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

Si no lo escribe no...no se va recordar el numero.
(If he doesn’t write it down he won’t remember the number.)

T:

<i,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)
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S:

Se Io va dar a otra persona.
(He’s going to give it to someone.)

Video Sequence 2: Health Aide
T:
Dime Io que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Es un senor que habla en el telefono. Veo un termometro.
(It’s a man that is talking on the telephone. I see a thermometer.

T:

(?,Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

No se quien es.
(I don’t know who he is.)

T:

tQue crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Que algo paso con el nino.
(That something happened to the boy.)

T:

<i,En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

El usa una computadora.
(He uses a computer.)

T:

<j,Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

Porque...le va a ilamar a una persona y que vayan por sus hijos.
(Because...he is going to call someone and that they may come for their
children.)

T:

(j,Que pasaria si el no io escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

Los padres no van a saber que esta...esta enfermo.
(The parents are not going to know that...that he is sick.)

T:

iQue pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Se lo da al papa.
(He will give it to the dad.)
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Video Sequence 3: Cafeteria Worker
Dime lo que ves en el video.
T:
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Es el “lunch”.
(It's lunch.)

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Es la seriora del “lunch”.
(It’s the lunch lady.)

T:

<j,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

Para escribir algo...como los numeros...y lo pone en la computadora.
(So she can write something...like the numbers...and she puts it into the
computer.)

T:

jEn donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

La...la computadora.
(The...the computer.)

T:

jPor que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?

S:

Porque...alii les ayuda a los ninos...a...poner en la
computadora... ndmeros.
(Because...that’s where she helps the children...to...put into the
computer.. .numbers.)

T:

jQue pasaria si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

No va poder escribir alii...en la computadora.
(She won’t be able to write...en the computer.

T:

jQue pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

No se.
(1 don’t know.)
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Video Sequence 4: Classroom Teacher
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Es la escuela.
(It’s the school.)

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?

S:

Es la maestra.
(It’s the teacher.)

T:

iQue crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

Escribes que una mama llamo y...y...quiere venir a la escuela.
(You write that a mom called and...and...she wants to come to the
school.)

T:

^En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

Es un diario de una persona.
(It is a someone’s journal.)

T:

(*,Por que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?

S:

Es...que...le estas ayudando a una persona...como los ninos.
(It’s...that...you are helping someone...like the children.

T:

^Que pasaria si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

El nirio va estar triste.
(The boy is going to be sad.)

T:

i,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Le pones una estrella en el papel...en el diario.
(You make a star on the paper...in the journal.)
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Summary Question About Writing in General:
T:
^Por que escribe la gente?
(Why do people write?)

S:

Porque ya esta grande.
(Because they are big now.)

T:

<j,Que pasaria si la gente no escribiera?
(What would happen if people didn’t write?)

S:

Si no supieran...se ponian...como Pinocho...no van a saber.
(If they did not know...they would be... like Pinochio...they are not going
to know.

T:

(J,Por que es importante escribir?
(Why is writing important?)

S:

Porque...puedes escribir...puedes jugar a la escuela y
puedes...a poner letras y tambien puedes hacer los numeros.
(Because...you can write...you can playschool and you can.. .put letters
and you can also make numbers.)
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Transcript 3
Video Sequence 1: Office Clerk
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S: Es la oficina de la escuela.
(It’s the school office)
T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

(child shook head as a response)

T:

(i,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Esta poniendo los nombres...de los ninos...escribe una nota.
(He is writing the names...of the children...he is writing a note.)

T:

<,En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

Esta en la computadora.
(He is on the computer.)

T:

<i,Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

Para...las mamas...porque quiere escribir...y saber...como
poner los nombres.
(For...the moms...because he wants to write...and wants to know how
to put the names.)

T:

<j,Que pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

Las mamas...no van a saber que tienen que venir a la escuela.
(The moms...are not going to know that they have to come to the
school.)

T:

(i,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Se lo da a las mamas.
(He’s going to give it to the moms.)
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Video Sequence 2: Health Aide
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)
S:

Es un doctor.
(it’s a doctor.)

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

El doctor de la escuela...si te pegan con la pelota en la pansa vas con
el.
(The school doctor.. .if they hit you with a ball in the stomach you go with
him.)

T:

i,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Esta poniendo las letras.
(He is writing the letters.)

T:

^En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

A la computadora.
(On the computer.)

T:

^Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

Pa’ que la mama sepa que le paso algo en la escuela.
(So that the mom knows what happened to him at school.)

T:

jQue pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

Se pude matar...morir...o se enferma.
(He can kill himself...die...or get sick.

T:

e,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Se lo da a la mama.
(He will give it to the mom.)
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Video Sequence 3: Cafeteria Worker
Dime lo que ves en el video.
T:
(Tell me what you see in the video.)
S:

Es en la cafeteria y...alli los ninos agarran sus comidas.
(It’s the cafeteria and...there the children get their foods.)

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

La senora de lonche.
(The lunch lady.)

T:

(j,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

Los...um...numeros...que le da a los ninos.
(The...um...numbers...that she gives the children.)

T:

<i,En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

Usa una computadora.
(She uses a computer.)

T:

ti,Por que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?)

S:

Para ayudarle a los ninos que no saben los numeros...yo me se mi
numero.
(So she can help the children that don’t know their numbers.. .1 know my
number.

T:

^Que pasaria si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

Los ninos no van a saber el numero y no van a comer.
(The children are hot going to know their number and they are not going
to eat.)

T:

<i,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

No se.
(1 don’t know.)
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Video Sequence 4: Classroom Teacher
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S;

Veo a la maestra...esta escribiendo.
(/ see the teacher.. .she is writing.)

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

La maestra.
(The teacher.)

T:

^Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Um...’’Hoy es jueves”...um...escribes una nota tambien...y que
pones...’’muy bien”.
(Um...’’Today is jueves”...um...you write a note too...andyou
write... ’’very good”.)

T:

e,En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

En la clase.
(In the classroom.)

T:

<sPor que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?)

S:

Porque los nirios escriben muy bien y hacen un buen trabajo.
(Because the children write very well and they do a good job.)

T:

<,Que pasaria si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

Los nirios...a...tampoco van a saber como escribir.
(The children...ah...are not going to know how to write either.

T:

^Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

No se.
(/ don’t know.)
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Summary Question About Writing in General:
<j,Por que escribe la gente?
T:
(Why do people write?)
S:

Porque...les gusta escribir...y es divertido.
(Because.. .they like to write...and it’s fun.)

T:

<i,Que pasarfa si la gente no escribiera?
(What would happen if people didn’t write?)

S:

No pueden...um...no pueden escribir las letras.
(They can not...um...they can’t write the letters.)

T:

<i,Por que es importante escribir?
(Why is writing important?)

S:

Para que sepan como poner las letras...y si no supieran como poner las
letras estaria feo.
(So they will know how to write the letters...and if did not know how to
write the letters it will look ugly.)
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Transcript 4
Video Sequence 1: Office Clerk
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Es...urn...San Bernardino...es la escuela.
(It’s...urn...San Bernardino...it’s the school.)

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Um...es el senor que trabaja alii.
(Um...it’s the man that works their.)

T:

i,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Escribe...urn...un nombre y un numero y su numero.
(He writes...um...a name and a number and his number.)

T:

^En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

En una computadora.
(On the computer.)

T:

jPor que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

Porque necesita ayuda...y...um...va mandar una carta.
(Because he needs help...y...urn...he is going to send a letter.)

T:

^Que pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

No se.
(I don’t know.)

T:

i,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Se la va dar a una maestra.'
(He is going to give it to a teacher.)
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Video Sequence 2: Health Aide
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Un senor de la escuela.
(A man from the school.)

T:

jQuien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Um...yo no se su nombre...pero trabaja en la oficina.
(Um...I don’t know his name...but he works in the office.)

T:

jQue crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S’.

Um...esta haciendo una carta.
(Um...he is making a letter.)

T:

jEn donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

Escribe en la computadora.
(He is writing on the computer.)

T:

jPor que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

Porque...urn...se lo da a su amigo o a alguien.
(Because...urn...he will give it to his friend or to someone.)

T:

jQue pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

No pudiera ayudar...a nadie.
(He would not be able to help...anyone.)

T:

jQue pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

No se.
(/ don’t know.)
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Video Sequence 3: Cafeteria Worker
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)
S:

La...um...donde comen los ninos.
(The ...urn... where the children eat.)

T:

6Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Una seriora que trabaja alii.
(A lady that works there.)

T:

^Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

El numero que alguien no sabe y se lo escribe para que el nirio se lo
sabe.
(The number that someone doesn’t know and she writes it for the child
so that he knows it.)

T:

^En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

Ella lo pone el la computadora.
(She puts it in the computer.)

T:

jPor que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?

S:

Porque...el nirio no sabe y ella le ayuda.
(Because.. .the boy doesn’t know and she helps him.)

T:

iQue pasaria si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

El nirio no va tener una carta de nieve.
(The boy won’t get a ice cream ticket.)

T:

<i,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Lo pone en la computadora.
(She puts it in the computer.)
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Video Sequence 4: Classroom Teacher
Dime lo que ves en el video.
T:
(Tell me what you see in the video.)
S:

jEres tu! (student points to the researcher)
(It’s you!)

T:

t'.Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

TO estas escribiendo.
(You are writing.)

T:

^Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

Estas escribiendo que te gusta...te gusta algo.
(You are writing that you like...that you like something.)

T:

^En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

En el papel.
(On paper.)

T:

(j,Por que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?

S:

Porque...um...a veces puedes escribir que no tenfas amigos y ahora ya
tienes amigos.
(Because...urn...sometimes you can write that you didn’t have friends
and now you do have friends.)

T:

(i,Que pasaria si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

Es que...a la maestra.Je gustan las estrellas y a los ninos tambien...y
le das estrellas a los que escriben muy bien.
(It’s that...the teacher...likes stars and the children do too...andyou give
stars to those that write very well.)

T:

^Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)
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S:

Se Io ensenas a la mama.
(You will show it to the mom.)

Summary Question About Writing in General:
T:
^Por que escribe la gente?
(Why do people write?)

S:

Para que la gente... ellos puedan hacer un dibujo y poner... numeros
para sus amigos.
(So that the people...they can make pictures and put.. .numbers for their
friends.)

T:

pasaria si la gente no escribiera?
(What would happen if people didn’t write?)

S:

La gente no pudiera...escribir los numeros o las palabras o nada.
(The people would not be able...to write numbers o words ornothing.)

T:

(j,Por que es importante escribir?
(Why is writing important?)

S:

Porque puedes escribir Io que tu quieras y puedes hacer un libro para tu
mama porque me quiere mucho.
(Because you can write what you want and you can make a book for
your mom...because she loves me very much.)
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Transcripts
Video Sequence 1: Office Clerk
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

I see right herel The school!

T:

(tQuien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Es el serior de la oficina
(It’s the man from the office.)

T:

(j,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

El esta trabajando...no puede jugar juegos en el trabajo.
(He is working., .he can not play games at work.)

T*.

^En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S’.

No se.
(/ don’t know.)

T:

<i,Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

Para escribir algo para una persona...como un niimero.
(So he can write something for someone...like a [phone] number.)

T:

<j,Que pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

La persona no va saber el numero.
(The person is not going to know the number.)

T:

^Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

No se.
(/ don’t know.)
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Video Sequence 2: Health Aide
Dime lo que ves en el video.
T:
(Tell me what you see in the video.)
S:

It’s the school.

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Oh...um...the man from the office.

T:

(j,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

A name...someone’s name...someone who is sick or something.

T:

<,En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

On a paper.

T:

<i,Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

So...he can call the teacher.

T:

<i,Que pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

He will forget.

T: <,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

He will give it to the teacher.

Video Sequence 3: Cafeteria Worker
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

I see...l don’t know what it’s called...where you eat.

T:

<,Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)
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S:

La senora de la comida.
(The food lady.)

T:

<i,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

Los “numbers” de los ninos que vienen para “lunch”.
(The children’s numbers that go to lunch.)

T:

£En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

En la computadora.
(On the computer.)

T:

iPor que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?

S:

Para ayudarle a la nina y el niho.
(So she can help the girl and boy.)

T:

eQue pasaria si ella no Io escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

No puede ayudar a los ninos.
(She can not help the children.)

T:

i,Que pasara con Io que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

(child shrugged shoulders as a response)

Video Sequence 4: Classroom Teacher
T:
Dime Io que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

I see...you!

T:

^Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

The teacher.

T:

<j,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)
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S:

You could...um...write something for somebody else.

T:

iEn donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

At the school.

T:

<j,Por que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?)

S:

Para...ayudar a los nirios leer.
(So...to help the children read.)

T:

jQue pasarfa si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

Los ninos no van a saber como leer.
(The children are not going to know how to read.)

T:

<j,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

No se.
(1 don’t know.)

Summary Question About Writing in General:
T:
<,Por que escribe la gente?
(Why do people write?)

S:

Porque estan hacienda un numero para alguien mas.
(Because they are making a number for someone else.)

T:

<j,Que pasaria si la gente no escribiera?
(What would happen if people didn’t write?)

S:

They...urn...will never learn to read.

T:

jPor que es importante escribir?
(Why is writing important?)

S:

Porque...um...si no saben su nombre...como si una persona le dice que
es su nombre, no va saber como escribirlo.
(Because...um.. .if they don’t know their name...like if a person says his
name [to someone], he is not going to know how to spell it.)
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Transcript 6
Video Sequence 1: Office Clerk
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Es la oficina
(It’s the office.)

T:

eQuien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Un serior de la oficina.
(A man from the office.)

T:

tQue crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Esta haciendo un papel.
(He is making a paper.)

T:

(*,En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

En la oficina...usa la computadora.
(In the office...he uses the computer.)

T:

<i,Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

Porque esta escribiendo un numero...de casa...y esta leyendo.
(Because he is writing a [phone]number...of a home...andhe is
reading.)

T:

jQue pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

No se.
(I don’t know.)

T:

<,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Se lo da a un serior.
(He gives it to a man.)

Ill

Video Sequence 2: Health Aide
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Tambien es la escuela.
(It is also the school.)

T:

<j,Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

Es el doctor de la escuela.
(It’s the school’s doctor.)

T:

^Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think he is writing?)

S:

Usa la computadora para poner letras.
(He uses the computer to write in letters.)

T:

<i,En donde escribe?
(Where is he writing?)

S:

Apunta en un papel.
(He writes it on a paper.)

T:

^Por que crees que el esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think he is writing?)

S:

Para darsela a una tia y ella se lo da a la mama.
(To give it to an aunt and she will give it to the mom.)

T:

iQue pasaria si el no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if he didn’t write it down?)

S:

Se queda enfermo el nirio.
(The child will stay sick.)

T:

^Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Se lo da a la tia para traer el nirio.
(He will give it to the aunt so she can bring the boy.)
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Video Sequence 3: Cafeteria Worker
Dime lo que ves en el video.
T:
(Tell me what you see in the video.)

S:

Es una...es de lonche.
(It’s a...it's the lunch.)

T:

(i,Quien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

La trabajadora de lonche.
(The lunch worker.)

T:

(i,Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

Esta diciendole a los ninos que apunten los numeros.
(She is telling the children to put in their numbers.)

T:

^En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

En un papel...lo...esta apuntando.
(On a paper...she is writing...it.)

T:

<,Por que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?

S:

Para que los ninos sepan su nitmero de lonche.
(So that the children know their lunch number.)

T:

<i,Que pasarla si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn't write it down?)

S:

Elios no van a saber su numero de lonche.
(They are not going to know their lunch number.)

T:

^Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

No se.
(/ don't know.)
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Video Sequence 4: Classroom Teacher
T:
Dime lo que ves en el video.
(Tell me what you see in the video.)
S:

Es la clase.
(It’s the class.)

T:

(sQuien esta escribiendo?
(Who is writing?)

S:

(child points to the researcher and smiles.)

T:

^Que crees que esta escribiendo?
(What do you think she is writing?)

S:

(child reads) “Hoy es jueves...y A mi me gusta...”
(Today is Thursday...and I like...")

T:

<,En donde escribe ella?
(Where is she writing?)

S:

En el pizarron.
(On the board.)

T:

<j,Por que crees que ella esta escribiendo?
(Why do you think she is writing?

S:

Porque...estas escribiendo una oracion...para que los ninos escriben
tambien.
(Because...you are writing a sentence...so that the children can write
too.)

T:

<i,Que pasaria si ella no lo escribiera?
(What would happen if she didn’t write it down?)

S:

No... no vas aprender.
(You are not going to learn.)

T:

i,Que pasara con lo que escribio ahora?
(What will happen to the writing next?)

S:

Los ninos van a leer.
(The children are going to read.)
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Summary Question About Writing in General:
T:
<j,Por que escribe la gente?
(Why do people write?)

S:

Porque...para escribir palabras.
(Because...to write words.)

T:

iQue pasaria si la gente no escribiera?
(What would happen if people didn’t write?)

S:

La maestra les quita las tarjetas si los nirios no aprenden escribir.
(The teacher will pull the children’s cards if they don’t learn to write.)

T:

^Por que es importante escribir?
(Why is writing important?)

S:

Porque necesito poner la fecha y las palabras...y los dibujos...para
ayudarle a mi amiga.
(Because I need to write the date and words...and pictures...so I can
help my friend.)
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